Iters,"

The Sophomores and freshmen medley clapped in their annual class scrap Friday afternoon. This year the mix took the form of an interclass football game, which resulted in the score, neither side able being in issue.

A tumble by the Sophomores put the ball out of bounds in the first quarter, but Chase's attempt at place kicking was blocked, and the drive pushed out of bounds. The Sophomore line was unable to get away, and Chase's punts were blocked repeatedly. Throughout the first half the game was controlled by the Bush in this area, but neither side was in any great danger.

The beginning of the second half, Chase got away for several spectacular runs, and fumbles hurt the Sophomore cause badly. Their threat before their goal was in danger, however, and toward the close of the game started a march toward the Freshman goal.

Chase played a great game for the freshmen, with Lambert equally good. Perfect put up a hard game for the Sophomores, who displayed a better balanced team without at many critical runs.

Speaker to Editor

R. H. Sylvester, who has recently been made chairman of the psychology department of the university of Pennsylvania, yesterday addressed the members of the Philosophical Club on the work of the psychological clinic there.

In the lecture, which was delayed a few moments by the train arriving, Mr. Sylvester's train was late, the speaker pointed out the way in which eastern scholars are handicapped by lack of space and equipment, and said that in these respects the western schools are far superior.

The recent graduate members of the Woman's Professional Club, who are students of the University of Michigan, have for the present purposes by Professor Brash, who is himself a former Harvard star in track.

About thirty men have been turn- ing out this far, but many more are needed. Runs will be held every day this week, with a bare and hounds chase scheduled for Saturday.

Dental Clinic Drop-In

This Year's dental clinic has been the most popular and best patronized for several years. Even the large student enrollment has been insufficient to attend to the heavy demand and the majority are looking for a week in advance. The one pro-

Club Members Entertained

The resident graduate members of the Woman's Professional Club were entertained by the student members of the University of Michigan. The occasion was the result of a committee of selection, and the program was designed to give the students an opportunity to meet the graduates.

The Dean of the College of Science and Engineering, Dr. W. J. Akeley, was present.

At a recent meeting the following officers were elected: President, W. J. Akeley; vice president, R. H. Sylvester; secretary, J. D. Cooper; recording secretary and treasurer, R. W. Senter; corresponding secretary, J. D. Cooper; and treasurer, J. D. Cooper.

MAN CHECKS TOURNAMENT: FIVE MAVERICKS ARE PLAYED

Mosquito Bowl, which will continue on Monday and Tuesday will feature.

WHAT AGAIN? YES! MINSTRELS TO COME

Announcement Made of Return of Last Year's Tragedy-No Help for Hard Men

More men need no longer hang the hat in the Palace of the Mosquito Bowl, since another minstrel show this year. Last year's minstrel show was a tremendous success, and the result was a repeat performance.

In the games played, Pollock defeated Kerman in a hard match, while Larson took two easy games from Lynch and Brown walked away from Carville in the preliminaries. In the final match played in this round, Lauer took a terrific beating from Luttrell after three sets had been played. Kelling returned to Chapman in the match played in the first round.

Play will begin Monday, and any who has not yet played to the singles match to appear on the court or make arrangements with manager C. M. Harris for participation. Otherwise the matches will be defaulted. The doubles will start Tuesday or Wednesday.

The results of the games played yesterday follow: Preliminaries, Pollock over Larson; Chapman over Lauer; Brown over Carville. Doubles round, Luttrell defeated Chapman; Chapman over Brown.

Hobson Society

The first meeting of the Hobson Society will be held at the home of C. P. Crossley on Monday, Oct. 2, at 8 p.m. Dr. N. H. Thompson will read his paper on "Punitive History." "Hobson-Singer."
of a high school literary society. What he concludes that each great Iowa debater and orator is so-
cient man, he will see what a part those organizations play in university life, and how
important it is that he should join them.

And from the intellectual development point we enter a society, there is a new opportu-
ny for the new member to mix with its men and be
comes part of a good social bunch.

Each university society has a splendid record. There are strong men in all of them. The organi-
Sation which the new man enters will depend upon his individual tastes, but
almost all of the should he join some
literary society.

We are sure it would benefit
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JOIN A LITERARY SOCIETY
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MAKE A TOUCHDOWN
On One of Our Typewriters

We have a snappy line-up and offer you a chance for a choice. There is ginger in our typewriter bargains. You can kick goal with our prices. We offer you an attractive installment proposition.

W. E. RENT STANDARD MACHINES AT A STANDARD PRICE
An Extensive Line of Typewriting & Stationery for your Selection. Expert Typewriter Repairing.

University Typewriter Company

---

EASTERN IOWA EXPOSITION
CEDAR RAPIDS
0 Big Days Beginning Mon. Oct. 2

The Biggest and Most Expensive Week of Amusement and Display Ever Attempted in Iowa...

DAILY AIRSHIP FLIGHTS
Missouri River and Industrial
Parade

Daily Baseball Games

$20,000 in Free Vaudeville
Big $6,000 Aviation Program

Three Concert Bands. Baseball Tournament

Daily Flights of Celebrated Wright Brothers

Excursions on all Railroads

The Rexall and Kodak Store

$20,000 in Free Vaudeville
Big $6,000 Aviation Program

At $3.75 and up we can fit you out in the newest and best bargains in new popular weather-proof garments

SOMETHING DOIN’ IN UNIFORMS
Cadets will find in uniforms the best fitting and most reasonably priced they can find. We specialize on this business, giving expert service to get results that will satisfy the man who wears the uniform and the military department. BETTER LEAVE YOUR MEASURE TOMORROW.

THE COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK

We solicit accounts of one dollar and up.

Pay your bills by check. Then you can keep a record of expenses and have no trouble with receipts.

Separate room for ladies.

Small, private, safety deposit boxes for rent, for $1.50 a year. Try one.

Cor. Washington and Dubuque Sts.

---

Great Weather For
Slip-Ons and a Great Line to Select from here
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The Three Perfect Things about the suits WE build for men are the Coat, Pants and Vest. The perfect things about our clothes for women are the garments.

SHAPER TAILORING
means refinement blended with perfection of workmanship and correctness of detail.

We show more fabrics, Patterns and styles than all other local tailors and ballroom combined.

Every garment must be tailored in such a way to assure the wearer of satisfaction and comfort in all of the details of fashion.

Just come and select the style, color and design of suits that suit your taste and leave the rest to us. We guarantee to please you and hope to see you at your store tomorrow.

Real Tailoring—Shaf er’s Tailoring. Imparts Character and Distinction even to the most conservative styles.

"PAY LESS AND DRESS BETTER"
Garments made right here in Iowa City.

TALIORS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Shaf er & Co.
126 S. Clinton Street
Iowa City, Iowa
Custom Tailored Garments at “Ready-Made” Prices

Superior tailoring of the highest grade woolens cut by an expert, place our tailor-made clothes in a class by themselves.

Our woolens are the newest patterns shown by the best woolen houses in America including both foreign and domestic cloth.

We have a force of eight experienced tailors working in our own shop under the direct supervision of E. V. Edmonds, who has proven himself to be a cutter of unusual ability. If you’re a tailor-made man, the opportunity we give you to secure high grade clothes is beyond comparison.

Cadet Uniforms
Cadets who have to buy uniforms should remember FIT is the one thing to consider. Let your man, who has had 20 years experience in this department, take your measure. You’re then sure of correct fit.